Ladies and Gentlemen:

The following questions for the above referenced RFP were received by e-mail and are answered and posted for all prospective Offerors. The statements and interpretations contained in the following responses to questions are not binding on the Maryland Judiciary unless the RFP is expressly amended. Nothing in the Maryland Judiciary’s response to these questions is to be construed as agreement to or acceptance by the Maryland Judiciary of any statement or interpretation on the part of the Offeror asking the question.

**Question 9**: Building size: What is the smallest square foot building in the district courts?

**Response**: This information is not relevant as only affected areas will be cleaned at the time of incident.

**Question 10**: If a positive case, will the entire building be cleaned or just infected areas? If so, what is the estimated smallest amount of space?

**Response**: No, only affected areas will be cleaned.

**Question 11**: Building size: What is the largest square foot building in the district courts?

**Response**: This information is not relevant as only affected areas will be cleaned at the time of incident.

**Question 12**: Is there any incumbent to this project, but if so, how many times has this emergency cleaning been utilized?

**Response**: No

**Question 13**: For the proposal are you seeking an hourly rate per person used for each instance? Just wondering how the proposal for pricing should be structured.

**Response**: We are only seeking price per square feet. Please refer price proposal form, RFP page 42.
**Question 14:** This proposal needs to be dropped off/mailed in by Monday at 2 pm. There is not a filing done via eMMa on this contract, correct?

**Response:** No. It cannot be submitted via eMMA. Please refer to the RFP for submittal instructions.
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